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Abstract— As the rapid development of sensing and mapping
techniques, it becomes a well-known technology that a map of
complex environment can be generated using a robot carrying
sensors. However, most of the existing researches represent envi-
ronments directly using the integration of point clouds or other
low-level geometric primitives. It remains an open problem to
automatically convert these low-level map representations to
semantic descriptions in order to effectively support high-level
decision of a robot. Based on another representation of 3D point
clouds, i.e. range image, this paper proposes a framework of
segmentation and classification of range image, the objective of
which is to annotate class labels to the data clusters that are
obtained through a graph-based segmentation. Experimental
results are presented and evaluated demonstrating that the pro-
posed algorithm has efficiency in understanding the semantic
knowledge of a large dynamic urban outdoor environment.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the rapid development of localization and mapping
techniques, e.g. SLAM (Simultaneous Localization And
Mapping), it becomes a well-known technology that a map
of a complex environment can be obtained by a robot
carrying sensors [21]. Most of the maps, as many researchers
successfully demonstrated [6], [8], [18], [23], are represented
as an integrations of 3D points, or other low-level primitives,
such as feature points, lines, planar surfaces and so on.
However, such a representation tells only existence of spatial
entities. A robot can not directly retrieve from the data
what kind of objects are there in the surroundings. In order
to support more intelligent decision-making, an automatic
tool is needed for a robot to convert those low-level map
representations to higher-level ones that contain semantic
knowledge of the scene. The contribution of this work is
to propose a system, which formats the 3D data into a
range image so that standard vision techniques could apply
to segmentation and further classification.

In our previous research, a vehicle robot [26], called
POSS-v, has been developed. As shown in Fig.1, five single-
row laser scanners are mounted on the vehicle profiling the
surroundings from different viewpoints at different direc-
tions. Laser scanner L1 conducts horizontal scanning, the
data of which is mainly used, along with the GPS/IMU
data, to perform a SLAM, so that vehicle pose with both
local and global accuracy can be achieved in dynamic urban
environment [27]. Other four laser scanners, L2-L5, are used
to acquire map data of road surface, objects above the road,
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and objects to the right or left of the vehicle respectively. As
the vehicle moves along streets, a range image is obtained
from each scanner, which can be converted to a 3D point
cloud in a global coordinate system by integrating the
parameters of both sensor geometry and vehicle pose.

Fig. 1. An intelligent vehicle (POSS-v) with multiple single-row laser
scanners.

This paper focuses on processing of the data from laser
scanners L4 and L5, which are vertical profiling to the
objects on road sides, using range images as the data
representation. A clip of range image is shown in Fig.2,
where each colume corresponds to a laser scan line, and
each pixel is represented by converting the laser range to an
intensity value in [0,255]. For each range value, it has a 2D
coordinate in range image, and also a 3D coordinate in a
global coordinate system. All the information is used in the
following data processing.

Fig. 2. (a) a clip of range image obtained by L4 , (b) enlarged figure with
some of the objects annotated manually.

Our approach is generally a segmentation and classifi-
cation framework. It takes a sequence of laser scan lines



as input that are represented as a range image, creates
labeled segments as output, which can be converted to 3D
point clouds of objects. In brief, the system contains three
steps as shown in Fig.3. First, a series of pre-precessing
operations are conducted to filter out isolated points, sky and
ground. Second, a graph-based segmentation is applied to
find data clusters (called segments) corresponding to objects.
Third, features are extracted to describe shape and spatial
information of the segments, which are used in training a
classifier.

Fig. 3. Processing flow of the system

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a
literature review on segmentation and classification methods
of both point cloud and range image. Section 3 describes
a graph-based segmentation. Section 4 addresses feature
extraction and training classifier. Experimental results are
presented in section 5, followed by conclusions and future
studies in section 6.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Laser scan data, as a sequence of 2D or 3D points,
represents environmental geometry directly. With its scanners
becoming a standard equipment for a mobile robot, many
researchers utilize its geometric advantage to assist scene
understanding.

In practical, laser scan data is converted into a lower
dimension, since it distributes sparsely in 3D space. In
DARPA Urban Challenge, many teams use a 2 1

2 occupancy
grid map to project 3D points to a horizontal plane [5], [14],
where segmentation and classification of objects are done for
higher-level reasoning. By fitting bounding boxes, the objects
within a certain range, e.g. road boundaries can be detected,
while these are restricted in a pre-defined environment. In
[11], Himmelsbach et. al. demonstrate a mobile system using
down sampling method and occupancy grids to classify
objects in real-time.

In contrast, several papers label every 3D point directly.
Based on examples, Anguelov et. al. [1] and Lalonde et.
al. [16] describe methods where every single point of a
scan is assigned with a class label, considering a point
and its neighbors are dependent. In this approach, labeling
a point is influenced by labels in its local vicinity. Thus,
Markov Random Fields are used to model their relationship.
Douillard et. al. [3] propose a ground model and an object
model to label semantic content in the urban scene. In [9],
Golovinskiy et. al. investigate the design of a system that
recognizes objects in 3D point clouds of urban environments
based on shape descriptors and contextual information.

On the other hand, laser scan data can be represented in
the form of a range image. As the format of a range image
is consistent to a visual image, many methods developed
in computer vision are of great reference. There is a large
body of work addressing range image segmentation. A very
famous report comparing the major segmentation methods
can be found in [12]. Many of the methods are motivated by
the needs for recognizing industry parts [15] or registering
the data taken at different locations [25]. These works always
assume simple or well-defined object geometry. There are
still a few research works processing range images of real
world scenes. [10] considers a real-world indoor and outdoor
scene by modeling the man-made objects using planes and
conics, free-form objects using splines, and trees using 3D
histogram, segmentation and model fitting for each segment
is formulated in a data-driven Markov Chain Monte Carlo
procedure.

Motivated by the need of generating a semantic map of
a large urban outdoor environment, where the environment
is explored and sensed using a robot car with laser range
scanners. We need to consider a scene that contains many
kinds of objects, such as buildings, roads, trees, bushes,
people, cars, etc., which have different scales in 3D space,
with different geometric models. We refer to the researches
in [17], [20], [24] that generate unified frameworks for the
segmentation and recognition problems in a complex scene,
comprising a mixture of objects.

III. SEGMENTATION OF A RANGE IMAGE

A. Pre-processing

As a single-row laser scanner measures the environment
in a mode of scan-line by scan-line, range image is acquired
where its horizontal axis indicates time, vertical axis indi-
cates the sequential order of measurements and the depth is
shown in grey scale.

First, isolated points are filtered out as noises. In a typical
urban environment, we assume the ground is flat so that
ground samples can be removed by plane fitting. Then points
close to ground can also be grouped into ground in addition.

At the mean time, sky and glasses are also filtered out
before segmentation is conducted. Since laser beam does not
reflect heading for sky, there is a reading indicating infinity.



B. Graph-based Segmentation

Once the sky and ground are separated from the range
image, the rest need to be segmented into objects we are in-
terested in. As mounted on a mobile vehicle, data acquired by
laser scanner usually spatially connect within its neighbors in
a range image. This property suggests that we can use graph-
based grouping techniques to accomplish the segmentation.

Our approach is most related to the graph theoretic for-
mulation of grouping. The set of pixels is represented as
a weighted undirected graph G = (V,E), where V is
the set of nodes standing for pixels and E is the set of
edges between pixels and their neighbors in 3D space. There
are many popular algorithms that cut this kind of graph,
such as Normalized Cuts (NCuts)[22], the Felzenszwalb and
Huttenlocher (FH) algorithm [4]. In our approach, we choose
the FH algorithm, because it catches the non-local properties
well and works efficiently.

The algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1. Details about
the internal difference and proof about the greedy property of
this algorithm are discussed elaborately in [4]. The method
runs in O(m logm) time for m edges and is also fast in
processing our data.

Algorithm 1 Outline of the FH algorithm.
Input:

The undirected graph G = (V,E) ;
Output:

The segmentation S = (C1, ..., Cr) with r components.
1: Sort the edge set by weight in ascent order into

(e1, ..., em).
2: Start with a segmentation S0 = (C0

1 , ...C
0
n, ), where each

vertex is in its own component.
3: for each edge ei do
4: Construct Si given Si−1. Let vai , vbi denote the

vertices ei connects. If vai , vbi are in disjoint com-
ponents of Si−1 and the weight of ei is less than the
internal difference of both components, merge the two
components otherwise do nothing.

5: end for
6: return S = Sm

C. Implementation Details

We first find k nearest neighbors for each pixel in the
range image. The weight of the edges is simply assigned
by Euclidean distance, i.e., pixels are grouped by spatial
connectivity. There are two parameters, π and k, in the algo-
rithm. Generally, they are related to the scale of observation.
The larger k is, the larger component is preferred. In our
mobile platform, data is always acquired along the road,
then k is dependent on the distance between objects and
scanners. Thus, we use a function k = f(C) to formulate
such dependence,

k = f(C) = θ ·Dist2(PCoG, PLaser) (1)

where C is the component in segmentation S, PCoG is the
center of gravity of C, PLaser is the position of laser scanner
and θ is a pre-defined parameter. This can be calculated
iteratively when a new pixel is added, so the time cost can
be ignored compared to the whole segmentation algorithm.

Because the neighbors in image is also neighbors in 3D
space, segmentation is done in a scan-line based procedure in
our approach. As a result, we obtain segments representing
objects of interest for further classification.

IV. CLASSIFICATION

A. Feature Extraction

Through a graph-based segmentation, the segments are
represented as a set of components S = (C1, ..., Cr).
These components are viewed as point clouds in 3D space.
Then we extract features from these point clouds for future
classification.

Let f (di)
i denotes the ith di-dimensional feature of a point

cloud. The feature set f = {f (d1)
1 , ..., f

(dM )
M } is used for

classification based on point clouds. The features defined
in this research are listed in Table I, where we need to
emphasize the following two points.

1) Normal vector estimation: We use a fixed number of
Euclidean nearest neighboring data points, say k points, to
estimate the normal vector at a given data point. Therefore,
a local polygonal mesh description of one point with its
neighbors is created for further estimation. There are many
approaches to estimate, such as plane-fitting, quadric sur-
face fitting, area-weighted average method, angle-weighted
average method, etc [19]. In our approach, average methods
do not work better for arbitrary 3D data than surface fitting
methods, as the quality of 3D mesh acquired in real world is
not so good as that of object models for computer graphics
due to noise and sampling rate. Finally we choose plane
fitting because of its computation efficiency and effectiveness
in describing the variance of a tree segment.

2) Statistical features for components: In order to classify
the point cloud as a whole, we use statistical method to
describe the points of an object. Both spatial and shape
descriptors are considered here. For each point pi in C,
the properties can be acquired as {xi, yi, zi,ni}, where
(xi, yi, zi) is its 3D coordinate and ni is its normal vector,
calculated from its neighborhood of at most 24 points (5×5
excluding itself).

Furthermore, inspired by the spin image descriptor [13],
we convert the normal vector of a point into measurement
of longitude and latitude(we call it LLMap, see Fig.4), as a
normal vector has only two degrees of freedom. We introduce
a 2D histogram over this distribution. The prominent peaks
correspond to the prominent surface in different directions,
and their heights correspond to the saliency of surface re-
spectively. These features are rotation invariant and effective
in describing the shape of a object.



Fig. 4. (a) the original range image, white arrows show the direction of
normal vector; (b) directions of the corresponding normal vector in RGB; (c)
a histogram called LLMap, the two axes of horizontal plane are longitude
and latitude respectively.

Feature Definition
f1 Horizontal size
f2 Point deviation
f3 Maximal height value
f4 Z factor of Center of Gravity(CoG)
f5 Variance of normals
f6 Number of prominent peaks of LLMap
f
(6)
7 Statistics on LLMap

TABLE I
FEATURES EXTRACTED FROM A DATA SEGMENT

As a result, we combine common features and our features
above to classify a point cloud. The feature set, as listed in
Table.1, is selected into 12 dimensions after feature analysis.
The likelihood (See Fig.5), measures p(f (di)

i |Lk) of a certain
pair of feature f (di)

i and object label Lk.

Fig. 5. Likelihood measures for classifying a point cloud. The definitions
of these features are listed in Table.1.

B. Definition of the Classifiers

For classification of a segment, we consider both its local
properties and evaluation of the whole segment as a point
cloud. Let L denotes the set of object classes, i.e., L =

{building, bush, car, tree, pedestrian, bicycle, ...} and Lk

indicates kth class label in the set. Thus, we formulate the
classifier p(C = Lk) ,which estimates the probability of the
segment C belonging to label Lk.

1) The SVM Classifier: For the estimation of p(C =
Lk), a SVM classifier is chosen because our training set
is much smaller than that of training line segments in our
previous work. In this research,we refer to the off-the-
shelf LibSVM[2] to give a probabilistic prediction. Cross
validation is used for parameter optimization. We finally
selected RBF kernel and set C = 5, σ = 0.5 by grid search.

2) The Decision Tree Classifier: To investigate the sensi-
tivity of features, we also train a Decision Tree classifier. In
this research, Classification and Regression Trees (CART) is
used.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Training and Testing Samples

Data are collected inside the campus of Peking University
using the system. The vehicle ran around a large building
for a number of times at different situations. Fig.6 shows an
example of integrated laser points used in this research. The
data acquired by L5 (dark red) is manually segmented and
labeled, while the data acquired by L4 (dark blue) is used
for testing.

Fig. 6. A 3D view of laser data acquired by the laser scanners L4 and L5
of POSS-v.

Then segmentation and classification is evaluated sepa-
rately.

B. Evaluation of Segmentation

We develop an interactive tool to make Ground Truth (GT)
set manually. Based-on Random Walks [7], we can easily
get segments by setting seeds. As in [12], we evaluate the
automatic segmentation results by comparing with segments
in GT set by pixels. In general, we consider 3 circumstances:
under-segmented, over-segmented and correct-detected. We
show two extreme cases in our research in Fig.7.

In under-segmented case, the classification could not
continue since two or more objects are contained in the



(a) Over-segmented in Black
Rectangle

(b) Under-segmented in Orange
Rectangle

Fig. 7. Extreme cases of the FH algorithm results

same segment. Thus, spatial connectivity is not enough for
segmentation and more information of the object should be
considered.

C. Evaluation of Classification

To evaluate the performance of two classifiers, we use
traditional training and testing method. Both training and
testing samples ( See Table.2) are generated from automatic
segmentation results after small segments are filtered out.
From right part of Table.2, we may find both classifiers do
well in classification of cars. The poor results for building
suggest that multi-scale is an issue because a building is
always over-segmented into pieces, and thus we may fail to
obtain its overall properties.

Object of
Interest

Training
Samples

Testing
Samples

Precision
of
LibSVM

Precision
of CART

Building 264 118 82.20% 87.45%
Bush 69 17 88.24% 94.12%
Car 216 67 97.01% 97.01%
Tree 364 127 88.19% 87.96%
Pedestrian 104 25 80.00% 88.00%
Bicycle 9 3 33.33% 100.00%
Under-
segmented

24 7 85.71% 85.71%

Total 1050 364 86.81% 89.56%

TABLE II
TRAINING AND TESTING SAMPLES

Fig.8 shows the confusion matrix for the data. The under-
segmented class is special for the failure cases when two
objects are too close to each other. Under these circum-
stances, we suggest that a recognition should be introduced
to separate them. At the mean time, the normals of points
in the segments provide 7 dimensions of features, only 3 of
which are used in decision tree after pruning in our research.
The superior performance of decision tree indicates that rule-
based system rather than more features may work well as
long as discriminative features are proposed.

D. Result

Using the method developed in this research, range image
is partitioned into segments, meanwhile, labels representing

(a) SVM

(b) CART

Fig. 8. The confusion matrix of two classifiers

object types are associated to each individual segment. We
present a clip of our results shown in Fig.9, and whole testing
results in 3D view shown in Fig.10.

Fig. 9. A segmentation and classification result. Top: range image; Middle:
segmentation result; Bottom: classification result.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE STUDIES

A. Conclusion

Given a sequence of laser scan measurements to the
environment, this paper propose a method of segmentation
and classification on range image, where 3D coordinates are
also retrieved in calculation. The objective is to find data
segments corresponding to objects and annotate class labels
to them. A graph-based segmentation is applied to separate
the data to different objects, and a classification is designed
by extracting both local and global statistical features of



(a) Range Image in 3D View (b) Segmentation Results (c) Classification Results

Fig. 10. 3D View of Testing Results

each data segment, and trained on manually extracted sample
data. Efficiency of the method is demonstrated through
experiments on the data of a complex urban outdoor scene.
All the data used in this research, including both raw data
and manually extracted training samples, are open freely at
our website http://poss.pku.edu.cn.

B. Future Studies
In order to understand a complex scene, extending the

object class is required, so as to contain the small scale
objects, such as traffic signs, signal lights, guardrails, fences,
etc. However, a key issue has to be addressed on generating
training samples, which is quite label intensive, especially
towards a study of real world scene. A method is to be de-
veloped of robustness to partial observations, while without
relying on a large amount of training samples. In addition, as
our final goal is to study scene semantic and support robot
decision-making, a comprehensive investigate at different
scenery is to be addressed.
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